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 .Let T , M be a complete regular local ring of dimension at least 2, containing
the rationals, such that the cardinality of the residue field TrM is at least the
cardinality of the real numbers. Suppose p / M is a prime ideal of T. We
construct an excellent regular local ring A such that the completion of A is T and
the generic formal fiber of A is local this means that the ring T m K is a localA
.ring where K is the quotient field of A with p m K its maximal ideal. InA
 .addition, if q is a prime ideal of T with q l A s P / 0 , then q s PT. Q 1998
Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
ÃSuppose A is a local Noetherian ring with maximal ideal M, A the
M-adic completion of A, and P a prime ideal of A. We define the formal
Ã  ..  .fiber of A at P to be Spec A m k P , where k P is A rPA . Note thatA P P
we can also think of the formal fiber of A at P as the inverse image of P
Ã Ã  .under the morphism Spec A ª Spec A. We call the ring A m k P theA
w x w xformal fiber ring of A at P. Matsumura 9 and others 10, 3 have
investigated the possible dimensions of these formal fiber rings. Following
w xMatsumura 9 , we define
Ãa A , P s dim A m k P .  . .A
and
a A s sup a A , P P g Spec A . 4 .  .
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w xIn 9 , Matsumura showed that if A is a local Noetherian domain with
Ã .  .  .quotient field K, then a A s dim A m K . In other words, a A is theA
 .dimension of the formal fiber ring of A at the prime ideal 0 . We call this
particular formal fiber ring the generic formal fiber ring. Results of
w x w xMatsumura 9 and Rotthaus 10 showed that if d G 2 and 0 F t - d,
 .there exists a local domain A such that dim A s d and a A s t. Fur-
w xthermore, it is shown in 7 that such a domain A can be constructed so
Ã w xthat A m K is a local ring. The rings constructed in 7 , however, are notA
excellent. We will construct an excellent domain A with local generic
 .formal fiber ring and at the same time have control over a A . We note
here that throughout this paper, when the generic formal fiber ring of A is
Ã .local with maximal ideal q m K where q g Spec A , we will simply sayA
 .by abuse of notation that the generic formal fiber of A is local with
maximal ideal q.
We start with a complete regular local ring of dimension at least 2,
< <containing the rational numbers, and satisfying the condition that TrM
be at least the cardinality of the real numbers. Let p / M be a prime
ideal of T. We construct an excellent regular local ring A such that the
completion of A is T and the generic formal fiber of A is local with p its
 .maximal ideal. Note that this implies a A is the height of p. Therefore,
 .given 0 F t - dim T , we can construct A so that a A s t by choosing p
to be a prime ideal of height t. The ring A also satisfies the following
 .amazing property: let P / 0 be a prime ideal of A; then there is only one
prime ideal q of T such that q l A s P. Moreover, PT s q. In other
words, there is a one-to-one correspondence between nonzero prime ideals
of A and prime ideals of T not in the generic formal fiber of A.
We note here that all rings in this paper are commutative with unity.
When we say a ring is local, Noetherian is implied, and when we say a ring
is quasi-local, we mean a local ring that is not necessarily Noetherian.
 .Also, when we say that T , M is a quasi-local ring, we mean T is a
Ãquasi-local ring with maximal ideal M. In this setting, we use T to denote
the completion of T in the M-adic topology. We will use c to denote the
cardinality of the real numbers, and RLR will denote a regular local ring.
The construction of A is based both on the construction Heitmann used
w x w x w xin 4 and the one Lech used in 6 . We first note that Proposition 1 in 5
 .states that if R, R l M is a quasi-local subring of a complete local ring
 . 2T , M , the map R ª TrM is onto, and IT l R s I for every finitely
generated ideal I of R, then R is Noetherian and the natural homomor-
Ãphism R ª T is an isomorphism. We construct A to satisfy the hypothe-
 .ses of this proposition. In addition, we guarantee that A l p s 0 and if
 .q g Spec T with q o p, then A l q / 0 . This forces the generic formal
fiber of A to be local with p its maximal ideal. Furthermore, A is
constructed so that prime elements in A remain prime in T. All of this is
enough to guarantee that A will be excellent.
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Using the same method, it is possible to prove a semilocal version of this
 .result. Specifically, suppose T , M is a complete RLR of dimension at
< <  4least 2 containing the rationals and such that TrM G c. Let p , . . . , p1 s
be a set of nonzero prime ideals of T such that p / M and p o p fori i j
Ãevery i and j. Then there exists an excellent RLR A such that A s T and
the generic formal fiber of A is semilocal with maximal ideals exactly
 4p , . . . , p .1 s
2. THE CONSTRUCTION
w xThe following proposition is Proposition 1 from 5 . We construct rings
to satisfy the hypotheses of this proposition to ensure that they are
Noetherian and have the desired completion.
 .PROPOSITION 1. If R, M l R is a quasi-local subring of a complete
 . 2local ring T , M , the map R ª TrM is onto, and IT l R s I for e¨ery
finitely generated ideal I of R, then R is Noetherian and the natural homomor-
Ãphism R ª T is an isomorphism.
 .Now suppose T , M is a complete local ring, R a quasi-local subring of
T , and C a subset of Spec T. In our construction, we often want to find an
 .element in T that is transcendental over Rr R l P as an element of
TrP for all P g C. Lemmas 2]4 allow us to do this. The statements of
w xLemmas 2 and 3 are Lemmas 2 and 3, respectively, in 4 , while Lemma 4
w xis Lemma 4 from 7 .
LEMMA 2. Let T be a complete local ring with maximal ideal M, C be a
countable set of primes in Spec T such that M f C, and D be a countable set
of elements of T. If I is an ideal of T which is contained in no single P in C,
 < 4then I o D P q r P g C, r g D .
 .LEMMA 3. Let T , M be a local ring. Let C ; Spec T , let I be an ideal
such that I o P for e¨ery P g C, and let D be a subset of T. Suppose
< < < <  < 4C = D - TrM . Then I o D P q r P g C, r g D .
 . < <LEMMA 4. Suppose T , M is a local ring with TrM infinite. Let
C , C ; Spec T , u, w g T such that u f P for e¨ery P g C , and w f Q for1 2 1
< <e¨ery Q g C . Also, suppose D and D are subsets of T. If C = D -2 1 2 1 1
< < < < < <TrM and C = D - TrM , then we can find a unit x g T such that2 2
<ux f D P q r P g C , r g D 41 1
and
y1 <wx f D Q q a Q g C , a g D . 42 2
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In our construction, we construct subrings of T possessing some very
nice properties. Namely, we want to control the cardinality of these
subrings so that we may keep adjoining transcendental elements and
clearly, we need to avoid putting elements of the ideal p and elements of
associated primes of T into the subring. We call these subrings p-subrings
and define them as follows.
 .  .DEFINITION 5. Let T , M be a complete local ring and R, R l M a
quasi-local subring. Let p / M be a prime ideal of T. Suppose
 . < <  < <.i R F sup / , TrM with equality implying TrM is countable,0
 .  .ii R l p s 0 , and
 .  .iii R l Q s 0 for every Q g Ass T.
Then we call R a p-subring of T.
< <  .We note here that we will often assume TrM G c, in which case, i
< < < <  .becomes R - TrM . We clearly must satisfy condition ii so that p will
 .be in the generic formal fiber. Condition iii is obviously trivial when T is
a domain, but many of the results we prove hold when T is not a domain
and so we state and prove them as such. The ring A we construct will be a
union of a chain of these p-subrings.
The following theorem is used to get the desired condition for use of
.Proposition 1 that IT l A s I for every finitely generated ideal of A.
 .LEMMA 6. Let T , M be a complete local ring, p a prime ideal of T , and
R a p-subring. Suppose I is a finitely generated ideal of R and c g IT l R.
Then there exists a p-subring S of T with R ; S ; T and c g IS.
Proof. We will induct on the number of generators of I, call it m. If
m s 1, then I s aR for some a g R. Note that we may as well assume
a / 0 as in that case, S s R works. Now, c g aT l R, so c s au for
w xu g T. Let S s R u . We will show this is the desired S. LetRw uxl M .
 4 n w xP g p j Ass T and suppose that f s r u q ??? r u q r g R u l P.n 1 0
n  .  .Then a f g P l R s 0 . But, as a g R, a quick glance at property iii of
p-subrings tells us that a is not a zero divisor in T , so f s 0. Hence, the
lemma is true for m s 1.
Now, suppose m ) 1 and assume the lemma holds for m y 1. So,
 .I s y , y , . . . , y R. Then c s y t q y t q ??? qy t for some1 2 m 1 1 2 2 m m
t , t , . . . , t g T. Now, for any t g T , we have c s y t q y y t y y y t q1 2 m 1 1 1 2 1 2
 .  .y t q y t q ??? qy t s y t q y t q y t y y t q y t q ??? qy t .2 2 3 3 m m 1 1 2 2 2 1 3 3 m m
Let x s t q y t and x s t y y t, where we will choose t later. Let1 1 2 2 2 1
 4C s Ass T j p and suppose P g C. Note that since y f P, we have2
 .  .that t q P / t9 q P implies t q y t q P / t q y t9 q P. So, different1 2 1 2
choices of t modulo P yield different choices of x modulo P. Let D be1 P .
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a full set of coset representatives for those choices of t that make x1
< <  < < .algebraic over R as an element of TrP. Note that D F sup R , / .P . 0
Let D s D D . We use Lemma 2 if R is countable and Lemma 3 ifP g C P .
 .not with I s M to choose t so that x q P is transcendental over R as1
w x  .an element of TrP for every P g C. Now, we claim that R x l P s 01
n w xfor every P g C. To see this, suppose f s r x q ??? qr x q r g R xn 1 1 1 0 1
l P for some P g C. Then, since x q P is transcendental over R as an1
element of TrP, we have that r g P for i s 0, 1, . . . , n. But then, r g Pi i
 . w xl R s 0 and so f s 0. Now, let R9 s R x . It is clear that R9 is1 Rw x xl M .1
 .a p-subring. Let J s y , . . . , y R9 and c* s c y y x . Now, c g R ; R92 m 1 1
and x y g R9, so c* g R9. Also, c* g JT l R9, so by our induction1 1
assumption, there exists a p-subring S such that R9 ; S ; T and c* g JS.
So, c* s y s q ??? qy s for s g S. Hence, c s y x q y s q ??? qy s2 2 m m i 1 1 2 2 m m
 .g y , . . . , y S. So, S is the desired p-subring.1 m
When constructing the ring A, we want prime elements of A to remain
prime in T. We need the following two lemmas to ensure this.
 . < <LEMMA 7. Let T , M be a complete local ring with TrM G c. Let
 .p / M be a prime ideal of T. Suppose R, R l M is a p-subring and
0 / x g R is such that x s yz in T with y f xT and z f xT. Then there exists
a p-subring S of T with R ; S ; T and a unit t g T such that yt, zty1 g S.
 4Proof. Let C s Ass T j p . Note that y cannot be a zero divisor in T
or else x would be, and this is impossible since x g R and R is a
p-subring. Now, if y g p, then yz s x g p, which also cannot happen as R
is a p-subring. So, y f P for every P g C. Let P g C. Define D to be aP .
full set of coset representatives for those cosets that are algebraic over R
< <as an element of TrP. Then, define D s D D . Note that D FP g C P .
 < <. < < sup / , R - TrM . So, use Lemma 4 to find a unit t such that yt f D r0
< 4q P r g D, P g C . Now, yt q P is transcendental over R as an element
w y1 x y1of TrP for every P g C. Define S s R yt, zt . Let f gRw y t, z t xl M
w y1 xR yt, zt l P for P g C. So,
mn y1 y1f s r yt q ??? qr yt q r q r zt q ??? qr zt . .  .  .  .n 1 0 y1 ym
 .m  .m w xThen, multiplying through by yt we get yt f g R yt l P. But as
yt q P is transcendental over R as an element of TrP, and as x f P, we
 .have r g P l R s 0 for i s ym, . . . , n. Hence, f s 0 and so S is ai
p-subring.
DEFINITION 8. Let V be a well-ordered set and a g V. We define
 .  < 4g a s sup b g V b - a .
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 . < <LEMMA 9. Let T , M be a complete local ring with TrM G c. Let
p / M be a prime ideal of T. Suppose R is a p-subring. Then, there exists a
p-subring S with R ; S ; T such that for e¨ery nonzero x g R such that
x s yz in T with y f xT and z f xT , there exists a unit t g T with yt, zty1 g S.
Proof. If R contains no such element, x then S s R works, so we may
as well assume R contains such an x. Define
<  4 4V s x g R x s yz in T with y f xT and z f xT j 0 .
Well-order V so that 0 is its initial element and so that every element of
< <V has fewer than V predecessors. Defene R s R. We define an ascend-0
ing chain of subrings recursively as follows: Let a g V and assume R hasb
 .been defined for all b - a . If g a - a , define R to be the p-subringa
 .  .obtained from Lemma 7 so that g a s yz with y f g a T and z f
 . y1  .g a T and yt, zt g R for some unit t g T. If g a s a , then definea
R s D R . Let S s D R . By transfinite induction, every R isa b - a b a g V a a
a p-subring, so S is a p-subring. Suppose x g R with x s yz, y f xT ,
 .  . y1z f xT. Then, x s g a for some a with g a - a . So, yt, zt g R ; Sa
for some unit t in T.
Clearly, if we want the generic formal fiber of A to be local with
maximal ideal p, we must ensure that for every prime ideal q of T with
 .q o p, we have A l q / 0 . The next lemma assures that given such a q,
we can put a nonzero element of q into A.
 . < <LEMMA 10. Let T , M be a complete local ring with TrM G c, p and q
prime ideals of T such that p / M, q o p, and Q g Ass T implies Q ; p. Let
R be a p-subring of T. Then there exists a p-subring S of T such that
 .R ; S ; T and q l S / 0 .
 4Proof. Let C s Ass T j p . Suppose P is a prime ideal of T and
define D to be a full set of coset representatives of TrP that areP .
algebraic over R. Let D s D D . Note that by our hypotheses,P g C P .
q o P for every P g C. Now, use Lemma 3 to find an x g q such that
 < 4 w xx f D r q P r g D, P g C . Then, S s R x is easily seen to beRw x xl M .
the desired p-subring.
In view of Proposition 1, we must have the map A ª TrM 2 surjective.
We will use Lemma 11 to ensure that given a coset t q M 2, A contains an
element of that coset.
 . < <LEMMA 11. Let T , M be a complete local ring with TrM G c, p and q
prime ideals of T such that p / M, q o p, and Q g Ass T implies Q ; p. Let
R be a p-subring of T and u g T. Then there exists a p-subring S of T such
 . 2that R ; S ; T , S l q / 0 , and there is a c g S with u y c g M .
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Proof. First use Lemma 10 to find a p-subring R9 such that R9 l q /
 .  40 . Let C s Ass T j p and suppose P g C. Define D to be a full setP .
 .of coset representatives t q P that make u q t q P algebraic over R as
an element of TrP. Note that our hypotheses give us M o P for every
2  .P g C. So, M o P for every P g C. Let D s D D P . Now, useP g C
2  < 4Lemma 3 to find an x g M such that x f D r q P r g D, P g C . It is
w xeasily verified that S s R9 x q u is the desired p-subring.R9w xquxl M .
The following lemma allows us to put several conditions together. The
 .most interesting condition of the lemma is condition iv , which we need to
make use of Proposition 1.
 . < <LEMMA 12. Let T , M be a complete local ring with TrM G c, p and q
prime ideals of T such that p / M, q o p, and Q g Ass T implies Q ; p. Let
2t g TrM . Suppose R is a p-subring of T. Then there exists a p-subring S of T
such that:
 .i R ; S ; T.
 .  .ii S l q / 0 .
2 .  .iii t g Image S ª TrM .
 .iv For e¨ery finitely generated ideal I of S, we ha¨e IT l S s I.
 . y1v For e¨ery x g S with x s yz, y f xT , z f xT , we ha¨e yt, zt g S
for some unit t g T.
Proof. First, use Lemma 11 to find a p-subring R such that R ; R ;0 0
2 .  .T , t g Image R ª TrM , and R l q / 0 . We will construct S to0 0
 .  .  .contain R , so conditions i , ii , and iii will follow automatically. Let0
V s I , c I a finitely generated ideal of R and c g IT l R . . 40 0
< < < < < < < <Now, since I can be R , we have R F V , and V F R is clear since0 0 0
< < < < < <the number of finite subsets of R is R . So, V s R . Well-order V so0 0 0
that it does not have a maximal element and let 0 denote its initial
element. Now, we will define a family of p-subrings. Begin with R . If0
 .  .  .g a / a and g a s I, c , then choose R to be the p-subring exten-a
sion of R gotten from Lemma 9 so that c g IR and for everyg a . a
x g R with x s yz in T and y f xT , z f xT , we have yt, zty1 g R forg a . a
 .some unit t g T. If g a s a , choose R s D R . Set R s D R .a b - a a 1 a
Now, suppose x g R such that x s yz in T and y f xT , z f xT. Then1
 . y1x g R for some a with g a / a . It follows that yt, zt g R forg a . 1
some unit t g T. Also, if I is any finitely generated ideal of R , and0
 .  .c g IT l R , then I, c s g a for some a g V. So, c g IR g IR .0 a 1
Thus, IT l R ; IR .0 1
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We repeat the process to obtain a p-subring extension R of R such2 1
that x g R with x s yz in T and y f xT , z f xT , implies that yt, zty1 g2
R for some unit t g T and IT l R ; IR for every finitely generated2 1 2
ideal I of R . Continue to obtain an ascending chain R ; R ; ??? such1 0 1
that IT l R ; IR for every finitely generated ideal I of R . Thenn nq1 n
S s D R is a p-subring. If I is a finitely generated ideal of S, then somei
R contains a generating set for I, say y , . . . , y . If c g IT l S, thenn 1 k
 .c g R for some m G n. So, c g y , . . . , y T l R , so c gm 1 k m
 .  .y , . . . , y R ; I. Thus, IT l S s I, so condition iv holds. Suppose1 k mq1
x g S with x s yz in T and y f xT , z f xT. Then x g R for some i, soi
y1yt, zt g R ; S for some unit t g T and the lemma holds.i
In the proof of Theorem 13, we simultaneously ensure that the map
A ª TrM 2 is surjective and that if q is a prime ideal of T with q o p, we
 .have A l q / 0 .
 . < <THEOREM 13. Let T , M be a complete local ring with TrM G c and
such that no integer is a zero di¨ isor. Let p / M be a prime ideal of T such
that if Q is an associated prime of T , then Q ; p and suppose that p
intersected with the prime subring of T is the zero ideal. Then there exists a
local domain A such that:
Ã .i A s T ,
 . y1ii if x g A with x s yz in T with y f xT and z f xT , then yt, zt g A
for some unit t g T ,
 .iii the generic formal fiber of A is local with p the maximal ideal.
 .Proof. If p s 0 , then A s T works, so we may as well assume
 .  < 4p / 0 . Define V s q g Spec T q o p , well-ordered so that each ele-1
< <ment of V has fewer than V predecessors. T is Noetherian, so each q1 1
< < < < < < < <is finitely generated. Hence, V F T . But, as TrM G c, we have T s1
< < < < < < TrM . Now suppose V - TrM . Then use Lemma 3 with C s P g1
< 4  4  4Spec T ht P s ht p , I s M, and D s 0 . Note that since C y p ; V1
and C contains infinitely many elements, we have
< < < < < < < < 4C = D s C s C y p F V - TrM .1
 < 4Then, by Lemma 3, M o D P g Spec T ht P s ht p . But this is a con-
< < < <tradiction as M is actually equal to this set. Hence, V s TrM . Pick an1
index set for V and call it B. Define RX to be the prime subring of T1 0
X X and R to be R localized at R l M so, R is isomorphic to Q, Z , or0 0 0 0  r .
.Z for some prime integer r . It is easy to see that R is a p-subring of T. r . 0
Let V s TrM 2, well-ordered so that each element of V has fewer than2 2
< <V predecessors. Since the cardinalities of V and V are the same and2 1 2
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since we are ordering both sets so that each element of V has fewer thani
< < V predecessors, we can use B for the index set for both of the V s. Bi i
< < .could be the first ordinal of cardinality TrM . Let
V s q , t q g V , t g V , where a g B 4 .a a a 1 a 2
well-ordered in the obvious way using B as the index set. So V is the
.diagonal of V = V . Let 0 designate the first element of V.1 2
We recursively define a family of p-subrings as follows. R is already0
 .defined. If g l - l, use Lemma 12 so that R is a p-subring of T suchl
 .  . that R ; R ; T and so that for g l s q, t , we have t g Image Rg l. g l
2 .  .  .ª TrM , and q l R / 0 . If g l s l, define R s D R . Notel l m - l m
that for every R , we have if x g R with x s yz and y f xT , z f xT , thenl l
yt, zty1 g R for some unit t g T.l
Then A s D R is the desired domain. To see this, we use Proposi-lg V l
Ã 2tion 1 to show A is Noetherian and A s T. By construction, A ª TrM
is surjective. Now, let I be a finitely generated ideal of A with generating
 4  4set y , . . . , y , and suppose c g IT l A. Then c, y , . . . , y ; R for1 k 1 k l
 .  .some l g V with g l - l. So, by Lemma 12, y , . . . , y R s1 k l
 .  .y , . . . , y T l R , so c g y , . . . , y R ; IA. Hence, IT l A s I. It fol-1 k l 1 k l
Ãlows by Proposition 1 that A is Noetherian and A s T. Note that by
 .  .construction, A l p s 0 , and for every q o p, we have A l q / 0 . It
follows that the generic formal fiber of A is local with p the maximal
ideal.
Finally, we obtain the desired result.
 .THEOREM 14. Let T , M be a complete RLR of dimension at least 2
< <containing the rationals, and TrM G c. Let p / M be a prime ideal of T.
ÃThen there exists an excellent RLR A such that A s T and the generic formal
fiber of A is local with p its maximal ideal.
 .Proof. First, note that if p s 0 , then A s T works, so we will assume
 .p / 0 . Now, apply Theorem 13 to obtain a local ring A such that the
completion of A is T , the generic formal fiber of A is local with p the
maximal ideal, and if x g A with x s yz in T , where y f xT and z f xT ,
then yt, zty1 g A for some unit t g T. Since T is a RLR, so is A and note
that this implies both are unique factorization domains. We have left to
show that A is excellent.
 .We claim that if P is a prime ideal of A, then the ring T m k P is aA
  . .  .RLR in fact, except for the case P s 0 , it is a field where k P is the
 ..field A rPA . Note that T m k 0 ( T so as T is regular, the claimP P A p
 .  .holds for P s 0 . So suppose P / 0 . Let q be a prime ideal of T such
that q l A s P. We will show q s PT. Now, q o p, so let u g q y p. We
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factor u into prime elements of T as u s u ??? u . Now, without loss of1 n
 .  .generality, assume u g q y p. As u f p, we have u l A s x A with1 1 1
x / 0 a prime element of A. If x were not prime in T then we could find
elements y and z in T such that y f xT and z f xT. But, by the way A
was constructed, this would imply yt, zty1 g A for some unit t g T. This
cannot happen as x is prime in A. So, x is a prime element of T. Hence,
 .xT s u . Now, x g q l A s P, so u g PT. It follows that u g PT. So,1 1
we know that q ; PT j p and by prime avoidance, we have q ; PT.
 .Clearly, PT ; q and so PT s q. Note this implies that for P / 0 , there is
a one-to-one correspondence of prime ideals of T not in the generic
 .formal fiber of A and prime ideals P / 0 of A given by P ª PT. Hence,
 .the ring T m k P is a field of characteristic zero. Now, we use TheoremA
w x19.6.4 and Corollaire 19.6.5 from 1 to see that A is a G-ring. It is clear
 w x.by 8, Theorem 31.6 that A is universally catenary. Hence, A is excel-
lent.
It is possible to modify the construction of A to obtain a semilocal
generic formal fiber. To do this, one would just replace the ideal p by a
finite set of nonzero incomparable primes in the construction to obtain the
following theorem:
 .THEOREM 15. Suppose T , M is a complete RLR of dimension at least 2
< <  4containing the rationals and such that TrM G c. Let p , . . . , p be a set of1 s
nonzero prime ideals of T such that p / M and p o p for e¨ery i and j. Theni i j
Ãthere exists an excellent RLR A such that A s T and the generic formal fiber
 4of A is semilocal with maximal ideals exactly p , . . . , p .1 s
Rotthaus has pointed out that the ring constructed in Theorem 14
w xanswers an open problem stated by Matsumura 9 . In his paper, Mat-
sumura defines the following for a local Noetherian ring R:
Spec R s P g Spec R dim RrP G i 4 .  .i
and
N R s P g Spec R a R , P s dim RrP y 1 . .  .  .  . 42
 .  .Now, suppose P, Q g Spec R and P ; Q with P g N R . Matsumura2
 . asked if it necessarily follows that Q is in N R . This is Open Problem 1
w x .in 9 . To see that the answer to this question is no, let T be a complete
local ring satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 14 and suppose dim T s d
G 3. Let p be a height d y 1 prime ideal of T. Use Theorem 14 to
 .construct a ring A. Let P s 0 and Q be a prime ideal of A with height
 .  .at most d y 2. Clearly, P, Q g Spec A and P ; Q with P g N R . But,2
 .  .  .dim ArQ y 1 G 1 while a A, Q s 0. So, Q f N A .
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It seems to the author quite amazing that the ring A satisfies the
property that there is a one-to-one correspondence between nonzero
Ãprime ideals in A and prime ideals in A not in the generic formal fiber.
This property seems so strong that we should be able to say more about
 .the ring A. For example, what primes P of A if any satisfy the condition
that ArP is complete? This is a question that Heinzer and Rotthaus
w xexplored in 2 . They showed several significant results when A satisfies
the approximation property. Now, the Henselization of the ring A from
Theorem 14, denoted by Ah, is an excellent RLR satisfying the approxima-
tion property. In addition, there is a one-to-one correspondence between
nonzero primes in Ah and primes in its completion not in the generic
formal fiber. Let p be a prime ideal of the completion of Ah of height at
h w xleast 2 and suppose Q is a height 2 prime of A . Theorem 1.2 of 2 implies
the ring AhrQ is complete. Note that for this result, the one-to-one
correspondence between prime ideals is not used. We hope this correspon-
dence will allow us to determine more generally which quotient rings of
Ah are complete.
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